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Biotech/Pharma Patents
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Protection of a biological or chemical compound
• compound
(Aspirin)
acetylsalicylic acid

Human recombinant
insulin

• Additional charcteristics
melting point 135,0°C, boiling point 140,0°C
Mechanism of function, potency

• Industrial Application (intended purpose)
acetylsalicylic acid can be used as an analgesic
insulin can be used to treat diabetes

Swiss Federal
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Absolut compound protection

Chemical compounds

Sidenafil

The chemical compound is protected
for all uses, including the uses not
known at the application date.
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Markush Structures

• However: Selection inventions
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..and biological compounds?
• Proteins: Absolute compound protection
• Nucleotide sequences: Absolute compound protection
But: the protection is limited to the sequence segments
that perform the function specifically described in the
patent (CH).

Swiss Federal
Institute of
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2nd Medical Indication

Known Indication

New Indication

reduction of inflammation,
analgesia (relief of pain)

irreversible inactivation
of cyclooxygenase (COX),
prevention of blood clotting

Swiss Federal
Institute of
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Patenting of a Dosage Regime
A medicament comprising an effective antihyperlipidemic amount of nicotinic
acid taken once a day and instructions for administration, said administration to
take place in the evening or at night prior to a periodic physiological loss of
consciousness.

New is: once a day in the evening or at night

Product by Process claims
A product-by-process claim defines a product in terms of the method
(manipulative steps) used to manufacture the same.
The problem: often there is no possibility to determine with which process
the product has been manufactured. There is no sign of the process on the
product.
Only if there is no other way to characterize the product than by the
manufacturing process, such claims are allowed. However, the product
needs to be novel since the product and not the process is claimed.
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Reach-through claims
Specifically, a reach-through claim is one in which "claims for products or uses for products
when experimental data is provided for screening methods or tools for the identification of
such products.
•
• a) A compound identified by a specific screen, that inhibits target protein X
• b) A method for selectively inhibiting protein X comprising administering a compound that
selectively inhibits protein X, wherein said compound is found using a specific screen.”
• c) A method of inhibiting the interaction of protein X and protein Y by binding an inhibitory
compound.
•  (not) allowed?
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Can biological material be an invention and novel?
• According to Article 54 of the EPC, an invention shall be
considered novel if it does not form part of the state of the art.
• Biotechnological inventions shall also be patentable if they
concern:
a) biological material which is isolated from its natural
environment or produced by means of a technical process
even if it previously occurred in nature. (EPC Rule 27a)
b) plants and animals if the technical feasability of the invention
is not confined to a particular plant or animal. (EPC Rule 27b)

Biological material in its natural state is not available to the
public and thus not part of the prior art. It is a new product,
because it was not previously available to the public.
Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual
Property
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Patenting of Organisms
Microorganisms
Plants
Animals
Humans

Patenting of Microorganisms (MO)
Definition of MO:
In general single cell organisms not visible by the naked eye
that can be proliferated and manipulated in the lab.

• bacteria, yeast, funghi, algea, and protozoa
• plasmids and viruses
• human, animal or plant cells
A sample of the biological material has to be depositedin a recognized
institution (Budapest Treaty) and a reference for the accession number
for this material has to be inlcudedinto the application
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Plant and animal varieties
1. The following shall not be patentable:
(a) plant and animal varieties;
(b) essentially biological processes for the production
of plants or animals (breeding, crossing).
2. Inventions which concern plants or animals shall be patentable if the technical feasibility of the
invention is not confined to a particular plant or animal variety.

However:

patenting of (unaltered) microorganisms is possible but patenting of only
transgenic plants or animals is possible

Swiss Federal

Patenting of plants
Prerequisites for the patenting
• Novelty
• Not obvious
• Industrial application
• Disclousure
• Reproducability

Exclusions from patentability
• inventions contrary to morality
• biological methods (breeding)
• plant varieties
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Patenting of animals
Prerequisites for the patenting
• Novelty
• Not obvious
• Industrial application
• Disclousure
• Reproducability

Exclusions from patentability
• inventions contrary to morality
• biological methods (breeding)
• anmial varieties
• processes of surgery, therapy and diagnostics on the animal body
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Animal

{

Removal from the
animal body

Transgenic Animals

genetic
alteration
with

Isolated cell

Altered cell
(including dauther cells)

Back into the
animal body
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The patentability of human beings
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Exclusions from Patentability

Art. 1a
II. The human body and its elements
1 The human body as such in all stages of its formation and development,
including the embryo, is not patentable.
2 Elements of the human body in their natural environment are not patentable. An
element of the human body is however patentable as an invention if it is produced
by means of a technical process, a beneficial technical effect is indicated and the
further requirements of Article 1 are fulfilled; Article 2 is reserved.

Swiss Federal
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Art. 2
B. Exclusion from patentability
1 Inventions whose exploitation is contrary to human dignity or that disregard the
dignity of the creature or that are in any other way contrary to public convention or
morality are excluded from patentability. In particular, no patent may be granted for:
a. processes for cloning human beings and the clones obtained thereby;
b. processes for forming hybrid organisms by using human germ cells, human totipotent
cells or human embryonic stem cells and the entities obtained thereby;
c. processes of parthenogenesis using human germ cells and the parthenotes produced
thereby;
d. processes for modifying the germline identity of human beings and the germline cells
obtained thereby;
e. unmodified human embryonic stem cells and stem cell lines;
f. the use of human embryos for non-medical purposes;
g. processes for modifying the genetic identity of animals that are likely to cause
suffering without being justified by reason of overriding interests that are worthy of
protection, as well as the animals resulting from such processes.
Swiss Federal
Institute of

Genes
Rule 27
Patentable biotechnological inventions
Art. 52
Biotechnological inventions shall also be patentable if they concern:
(a) biological material which is isolated from its natural environment
or produced by means of a technical process even if it previously
occurred in nature;

Art. 1b
III. Genetic sequences
1 A naturally occurring sequence or partial sequence of a gene is
not patentable as such.
2 Sequences that are derived from a naturally occurring sequence
or partial sequence of a gene, may however be patented as an
invention, if they are produced by a technical process, their
function is specifically indicated.
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of submarines, torpedos …

Submarines
Analogous to a submarine, submarine patents could stay "under water" for long periods until
they "emerge" and surprise the relevant market.
• In the United States, patent applications filed before November 2000 were not published and
remained secret until they were granted.
• Today: the applicant can explicitly certify that they do not intend to file a corresponding patent
outside the U.S. at the time they file the patent, and keep the application secret.
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Torpedos
• Torpedo action is a court action for declaration of non-infringement of a patent (or patent
invalidation)
•  Belgium torpedos, Italien torpedos
• The legal background:
Article 21 of the Brussels Convention (now Article 27(1) of European Council Regulation 44/2001
"Where proceedings involving the same cause of action and between the same parties are
brought in the courts of different member states, any court other than the court first seized shall
of its own motion stay its proceedings until such time as the jurisdiction of the first court seized is
established."
Solution  Unified European Patent Court?

...
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… and trolls
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Non-practicing entities (NPE)
• A non-practicing entity (NPE) is someone who holds a patent for a product or process but
has no intentions of developing it.
• Patent trolling or patent hoarding is a categorical or pejorative term applied to a person or
company that attempts to enforce patent rights against accused infringers far beyond the
patent's actual value or contribution to the prior art, often through hardball legal tactics.

...

Patent Filing Procedures
Strategies for Patent Filings

Heinz Mueller
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3 application routes
National

Regional

Worldwide

National route
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National:

Patent granting procedure

•
•
•
•
•

Applications are examined after 2-5 years
Granting of a patent or rejection
Applications are published after 18 months (according to TRIPS)
Issued patent published weeks or days after granting
Opposition period within 9 months after granting (in many countries)

...

38 contracting states of the European Patent
Convention (March 2014)
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European Patent Convention
• Centralized application and prosecution procedure
• After grant, patent essentially disintegrates into bundle of
national patent rights in the designated countries
• Procedure administered by European Patent Office
(EPO)
• 16 countries signed the EPC in 1973
• Implemented in 1977 by: Belgium, Germany, France,
Luxembourg, Netherlands, Switzerland and Sweden.
• Territory covered by EPC as of today does not coincide
with territory of European Union
• Today: 38 contracting states and offices in Munich, The
Hague, Berlin, Vienna, Brussels

Regional route
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EPO:

Patent granting procedure
• Opposition procedure within 9 months after granting; everybody has
the right to object against the granting.
• Against all decisions of the EPO an appeal can be deposited at the
EPO

...

and an EU patent?
Unitary patent in the making:
The European Council of Ministers and the European Parliament agreed on
11 December 2012 to a new regulation which provides for the granting of a
patent with direct legal effect in almost all EU Member States (Italy and Spain
are not participating
Agreements on languages, unitary patent court, and procedures (handeld by the
EPO)
Still not solved: fees, money distribution among the member states.
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The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)
152 member states (November 2018)

Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT):

–Main goal: providing unified application procedure
for filing patent applications in member states
–No granting procedure
→ ‘international (worldwide) patent’ does not exist
–concluded in 1970
–Administered by WIPO
–All patent offices of member states and WIPO are
receiving offices for PCT applications
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International route

...

PCT:

Patent granting procedure
• Search report
• Publication of the unexamined application together with the search
report
• Examination of novelty and inventiveness on request
• Forwarding of application to the desiganted states for examination
and granting according to the national laws
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Priority period
Other patent
applications

Other publiccations
(Novelty)

First filing

Other filings

Prioritity

12 Months Pat
(6 Mte TM, Des)

Within the priority period, the applicant can file the patent in any
other country of the WTO and obtain a preliminary protection with
the first filing date.

priority year

application fee

20 years, expiration

9 months after granting

3-5 years granting
publication of patent

Examination

18 months, publication

1 year

Application date

The life of a patent

opposition period

examination fee

annual fees
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Supplementary Protection
Certificates (SPC) for biologically
active agents
namely human or veterinary medicaments and plant protection
products (e.g. insecticides, and herbicides)
•Protection
•Up to + 5 years (5.5 years)
•Prerequisits
•Patent must be in effect
•Substance must be registered

Why SPCs?

21
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Patent strategy of BMW

BMW Z4

Which countries?

DE
FR
IT
GB

cost / benefit analysis

Costs ?
Countries ?
Enforcement ?
Distribution ?
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Enforcement problems
• Countries with bad enforcement
possibilities:
•
•
•
•
•

India
Argentina
Spain
Italy
Japan

• Countries with good
enforcement possiblities:
•
•
•
•
•

Canada
Netherlands
Great Britain
Germany
France

[aus „The World Patent Survey“, Jan 2000, S.16]

Patent strategy of BMW

BMW Z4

Which countries?

DE
FR
IT
GB
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cost / benefit analysis

Costs ?
Countries ?
Enforcement ?
Distribution ?

Enforcement problems
• Countries with bad enforcement
possibilities:
•
•
•
•
•

India
Argentina
Spain
Italy
Japan

• Countries with good
enforcement possiblities:
•
•
•
•
•

Canada
Netherlands
Great Britain
Germany
France

[aus „The World Patent Survey“, Jan 2000, S.16]
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Content and Structur of
Patents

The content of Patents: first page

Bibliographic
data

Title
Abstract
Drawing
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Publication Levels (kind code)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A1
A2
A3
…
B1
B2
…
C1
…
T1

First publication level

„Disclosure“
„Application“
„…“

„Patent“
„Granted“
„…“

„Translation“
„Validation“
„…“

WIPO
Standard
ST. 16

Second publication level

Third publication level

...

Patent
Classifications
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Patent data:
Patent classifications
• Advantages:
 patent classes are assigned by independent experts (mostly
patent examiners)
 hierarchical structure
 multiple classification systems available → complementary
searches possible
• Most important classification systems:
 International Patent Classification (IPC): global coverage
 Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC): jointly developed
by European Patent Office and the United States Patent and
Trademark Office

Classification sytems

„ Device and method for examination and/or treatment of the eye „
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IPC
A61B3/16
ECLA
A61B3/125
ICO
K61F9/00B4
UCLA
351/219
Derwent
P31 P32
F-Terms
2H087/KA11
Alte Dt. Klassifikation
...
I.d.T.
...
UKC

CPC
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Description:
–Problem, State-of-the-art

– Solution = Invention
– examples (with drawings)
 Disclosure for the person
skilled in the art

Claims:
– Definition of the Invention

Extent of Protection
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Schematic structure of patent claims
claims
1.
2.

Scope of protection

3.
4.
5.
6.

Degree of accuracy

7.

Patents: the most fantastic
scientific library in the world

~ 80% of the technical
kowledge is only in
patent documents!!!
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Assisted Patent Searches
for Public Research Institutions
and Inosuisse-Projects
•The customer (researcher) must be personally
present at the Institute for the search.
•The time limit for the Assisted Patent Search is
one day, including the informational part.
•The search is done in all accessible patent
databases including EPODOC, the European
Patent Office database.
… 300.- (Euro 280.-) for one full day
•Price: CHF
Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual Property
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Free internet tools for patent searches
Full text US, 17 other countries
Machine translated abstracts
http://patents.google.com
PCT and national patents (if available)
65 million documents
http://www.wipo.int/patentscope/en/
US, EP, JP abstracts and PCT documents
http://www.freepatentsonline.com/search.html
US documents only (but also full text)
http://www.uspto.gov/patents/process/search/
http://patft.uspto.gov/
https://www.lens.org

Includes Biosequence search
currently featuring over 90 million patent documents
- many of them full-text
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Database of the European Patent Office
100+ million patents from 80+ countries
(Search language: English only,
All titles and abstracts translated into English)
http://http://worldwide.espacenet.com

Database of the German Patent Office
90+ million patent documents
(Search languages: german, English etc.)
http:// http://depatisnet.dpma.de
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